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Abstract

International terrorism is probably the greatest security challenge America faces today. Policymakers have responded in two ways--going after terrorists abroad and improving security against terrorism at home by boosting homeland security funding. Regarding the latter, total spending directed to homeland security activities will be at least $50 billion for FY2006. Yet, the important question is whether America is getting the maximum level of benefit in exchange for this increase in spending. This paper performs a detailed review of homeland security's spending practices. First, it takes a look at the economics of homeland security spending and contrasts that with the politics of decision-making in this area. Second, it examines the state of homeland security spending. Finally, the paper analyzes how homeland security funds are being allocated and asks whether this is conducive to achieving improved security in the United States. This updated version also includes a review of federal spending to bolster port security.

We conclude that a large portion of homeland security-spending decisions are made on a political basis rather than on a sound cost-benefit analysis, leading to the traditional public choice failures that plague government spending more generally. As a result, homeland security funding is likely to be misallocated, resulting in a less than optimal level of security in America.
I. Introduction

International terrorism is probably the greatest security challenge America faces today. Policy makers have responded in two ways – going after terrorists abroad and improving security against terrorism at home by boosting homeland security funding. Regarding the latter, Congress and the administration moved swiftly to create a Department of Homeland Security and increased total funding for homeland security activities by 195 percent between FY2001 and FY2006.\(^1\) (All FY2005 and FY2006 figures in this paper are official estimates) Total spending directed to homeland security activities will be at least $49.9 billion for FY 2006, roughly $450 per American household.\(^2\)

This increase in security spending is part of a significant boost in the overall size of government. Between FY2001 and FY2006, the administration expects total outlays to rise from $1,864 billion to $2,650 billion—a 42 percent increase.\(^3\) Clearly, no trade-offs are being made in the budget, as evidenced by non-defense spending increases of 39 percent during the same period that defense and homeland security spending have skyrocketed.\(^4\)

On the issue of homeland security, the important question is whether America is getting the maximum level of benefit in exchange for this increase in spending.

This paper performs a detailed review of homeland security’s spending practice. First, it takes a look at the economics of homeland security spending and contrasts that with the politics of decision making in this area. Second, it examines the state of homeland security spending. Finally, the paper analyzes how homeland security funds are being allocated and asks whether this is conducive to achieving improved security in the United States.

This paper will show that a substantial portion of new homeland security spending is being used for grants to state and local governments, many of which appear to be applied to questionable purchases. Second, the large increase in spending appears to have occurred without risk and cost benefit analysis, leading to a large amount of wasteful spending. For instance, a significant amount of spending is directed to addressing risks that are possibly obsolete, or fighting yesterday’s battle, which is likely not the most efficient use of limited federal resources.

To conclude, the absolute amount of money spent on homeland security is not necessarily the issue in this work, but the political process leading to the way the money is spent is. Homeland security is a legitimate function of the federal government, and it is hard to say \textit{a priori} what the optimal level of spending should be. However, economics suggests that if homeland security spending decisions are made on a political basis rather than on a sound cost benefit analysis, it will lead to the traditional public choice failures that plague government spending more generally. As a result, homeland security funding is likely to be misallocated, resulting in a less than optimal level of security in America.

II. The Economics of Homeland Security

The terrorist attacks in 2001 stimulated a concerted effort to adopt security measures that would reduce the risks of similar events in the future. This was and is a logical response, as security, by definition, is about prevention of adverse consequences from the intentional actions of others. Economists think about security policies in terms of tradeoffs, formally comparing the costs and the benefits, both pecuniary and non pecuniary.\(^5\)
We all make security tradeoffs. For example, when we lock the door to our house in the morning, we assess the small inconvenience of carrying a key in exchange for a modicum of security against a burglary. People make security decision trade-offs all the time, choosing more or less security as situations change. Optimal security decisions and policies require a good understanding of the risks and tradeoffs we face.

The scale of terrorism risk might seem to be small relative to the attention they command. For instance, 3,029 people died in the U.S. from terrorist attacks in 2001. During that same year, 156,005 people died from lung cancer, and 44,091 from automobile accidents. While 3,000 deaths is clearly tragic, it is considerably smaller than other mortality risks, at least empirically. Of course, terrorists may hope that their future actions could significantly increase casualties, so the empirical probabilities may be a poor guide to the true risk.

But what makes deaths resulting from terrorist attacks different from the deaths from either automobile accidents or cigarette smoking is that these risks contain a voluntary element. Consumers of these products get some benefit from them, which compensates for the associated risks. There is no voluntary market transaction involving terrorism and no form of compensatory benefit. This has important policy implications. Consider what the federal government spends per year to increase automobile safety—$38 million in FY2004—and compare it with the $50 billion spent government wide on homeland security. Terrorism is analogous to a flood that might occur, and government spending on terrorism is analogous to flood control.

Even presuming that politicians have chosen the level of spending on Homeland Security desired by voters, it is natural to ask whether that level is optimal. It is difficult both for scientists and for citizens to assess risks of events with low probability – such as acts of terrorism. Through evolution and learning, people learn to handle many of the common risks they face in life. But Americans – fortunately – do not have extensive experience with terrorism. Even sophisticated assessors of risk—such as insurance companies—have a difficult time, though they do learn from experiences of other low probability risk events such as major natural disasters.

The economics literature suggests that the media coverage of terrorism risks and the accompanying losses may create circumstances wherein people are likely to severely overestimate risks. Viscusi et al (2003) show that the occurrence of such an event creates much uncertainty. More importantly it brings the realization that the future may contain many other severely adverse events than are currently unanticipated.

This uncertainty is what could greatly magnify the terrorist threat, far beyond the actual damage that any single terrorist strike has historically caused. According to Trajtenberg (2003), it is precisely because of the uncertainty that accompanies the terrorist threat, and the associated costs (e.g. the provision of security at a myriad potential targets, reduced investments because of generalized uncertainty, disruption of travel, tourism, and perhaps also trade), that few terrorists, armed with relatively primitive means, can effectively threaten even a powerful nation.

Thus, while the risks are difficult to quantify, there is reason to suspect that individuals may irrationally ratchet up their assessments of terrorist risk, and hence, may ratchet up their demand for homeland security spending. This may induce Congress to invest in projects that would not pass a cost benefit test. Whether that occurs or not is an empirical question.

What to invest in?

While terrorism is only recently the dominant security issue in the U.S., economists have long studied the optimal provision of security more generally. In Gary Becker’s seminal paper on
the economics of crime, he uses the tools of economics to think about the incentives of criminals and how to influence their behavior.\textsuperscript{13} He explains that we can decrease unwanted behaviors by increasing their expected costs or decreasing their expected benefits. This approach applies to terrorism as well.

The primary method of discouraging terrorists is to make it more difficult to attack our assets. In effect, this reduces the “benefit” of a terrorist attack—since there presumably will be less damage—and forces terrorists to incur higher “cost” as they seek alternate targets. We install Jersey barriers to keep trucks away from important buildings, screen airline passengers, and employ internet firewalls. But it is important to make sure that the resources used to fight terrorism are being used effectively. This is not always the case. If a certain strategy reduces the threat of terrorism but has very high costs, it may not be the best use of resources if there is another approach that generates similar benefits but has lower costs to society.

For traditional criminals, potential incarceration is an important “cost” consideration and an efficient tool in deterring crime. And it is an effective use of resources since imposing stiff jail sentences is cheaper than guarding every house. Unfortunately, this approach is generally not effective against terrorists because they tend to be ideological extremists who give little weight to the personal costs of their actions. Suicide bombers, for example, will not be deterred by jail time. The most serious implication is that the possibility of deterrence is greatly reduced.\textsuperscript{14}

Second, we can combat terrorism by decreasing the expected benefits to terrorists, either by increasing the probability of thwarting an attack or by decreasing the damage from a non-thwarted attack. To thwart attacks, we spend money on the CIA, FBI, and law enforcement to try to detect terrorist plots in advance. To decrease the damage from attack, we spend money on first responders, build fewer skyscrapers, and buy gas masks. One important implication of Becker (1968) is that there are tradeoffs between thwarting attacks and decreasing their damage: the more effective we are at thwarting attacks, the less we presumably should spend on decreasing their damage, and vice versa.

Taking the analysis a step further, the most efficient options to combat terrorism tend to be efforts to detect terrorists themselves or to respond effectively to minimize the damage after an attack has occurred. Spending to defend particular targets is generally less efficient. Both results stem from the fact that there are an almost unlimited number of targets, and the terrorist gets to choose where to attack. For example, suppose there are 100 potential targets, that we could perfectly defend for $20,000 a piece, that the damage from un-defended attack would be $500,000, and that we could mitigate one-tenth the damage from attack by spending $50,000 on first responders.

If we knew where the terrorists would attack, we could spend $20,000 to save $500,000, which would be a prudent investment. But if don’t know the target, we would have to spend $2,000,000 to defend all 100 targets, which outweighs the $500,000 in damage. On the other hand, even if we did not know the target, we could spend $50,000 on first responders to reduce the damage by $250,000, which is an efficient tradeoff.

Of course, if we could track down terrorists in advance successfully, that would to prevent attacks on all possible targets, that approach would have similar efficiency properties as spending on first responders. In fact, it is possible that spending more money on intelligence and investigation might be far more cost effective than spending a little on every possible target or even waiting to be attacked and then cleaning up efficiently.

This raises again the notion of tradeoffs. Since the number of possible attacks is effectively unlimited and the resources we can devote to the fight against terror are limited, it
means that spending should not occur without a careful cost-benefit analysis. It is perfectly reasonable to decide not to implement an antiterrorism measure, not because it has no benefit, but because the tradeoffs are too high. For instance, locking up every Arab-looking person would reduce the potential for terrorism perpetrated by Islamic fundamentalists, but no reasonable person would suggest this approach because the costs (both pecuniary and moral) are too high. In the US, there are laws that prohibit police from profiling by characteristics like race, because we believe that such measures are unacceptable, but not because we believe them to be ineffective.

In the same way, some antiterrorist countermeasures might yield very high returns and reduce exposure to attacks tremendously, but the costs of implementing them are extremely high. If we install Jersey barriers around all major buildings and critical assets in the country, our exposure to attacks will be substantially lower, but the costs involved would be astronomically high.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost to Prevent Terrorist Attack</th>
<th>High Cost</th>
<th>Low Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wasteful Outlays</td>
<td>Screen Every airline passenger</td>
<td>Simple Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Sacrifices</td>
<td>Surround all critical infrastructure with concrete Jersey barriers</td>
<td>Efficient Outlays</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Cost Effectiveness of Selected Antiterrorism Expenditures

Efficient expenditures concentrate limited resources on the most cost-effective expenditure rather than simply on the effective ones. For example, a cost effective security measure is to let pilot carry guns. Lott (2004) notes that “Terrorists can only enter the cockpit through one narrow entrance, and armed pilots have some time to prepare themselves as hijackers penetrate the strengthened cockpit doors.” He adds that “the boredom and high attrition rates afflicting air marshals (who fly back and forth on long flight waiting for something to happen) does not apply to pilots.” And no extra pay is needed since pilots are volunteering to take time off and travel to the training at their own expense. In addition, 70 percent of the pilots at major American airlines have military backgrounds. It reduces the cost of training them and increases the effectiveness of this simple measure. Besides, the fears of bullets damaging planes are greatly exaggerated. Lott (2004) reports that “As Ron Hinderberger, director of aviation safety at boeing testified before Congress: Commercial airplanes structure is designed with sufficient strength, redundancy, and damage tolerance that a single or even multiple handgun holes would not result in loss of an aircraft.”

Also, attacks of the style of 9/11 could be prevented with simple cockpit barricades, which the airline industry has now installed at relatively low costs. According to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the purchase and installation cost of an enhanced cockpit door is estimated at between $30,000 and $50,000. The total cost to airlines is estimated between $300
million and $500 million over a 10-year period, including increased fuel consumption costs resulting from heavier doors.\textsuperscript{19} Congress originally appropriated $100 million to the FAA to distribute to U.S. airlines for aircraft security enhancements, $97 million of which were given to the airlines to help defray the costs of cockpit doors (approximately $13,000 per door). It means that the total government cost was estimated between $92.3 million and $120.7 million over a 10-year period.\textsuperscript{20}

In contrast, the burgeoning U.S. system for screening every bag of every airline passenger has already cost taxpayers $10 billion in the last three years and will cost an addition $4.7 billion in FY2006.\textsuperscript{21} This system does little to prevent 9/11-style hijacking, which is the largest empirical airline-related risk.\textsuperscript{22} Furthermore, this checked-bag screening does not necessarily reduce the probability of the destruction of airplanes, since neither carry-on bags nor airfreight are systematically checked for explosives, and terrorists have revealed a propensity to engage in suicidal behavior. Whether this $10 billion is an efficient allocation of resources depends on whether alternative less costly measures have been crowded out by this spending.

Last but not least, it is worth noting that federal expenditures are not the only costs associated with homeland security. First, even though successful terrorist attacks can impose significant economic costs, defense and homeland security spending displaces resources from the private sector toward the production of security measures that, while necessary, are not terribly productive in terms of economic growth.\textsuperscript{23} The Joint Economic Committee (JEC) for instance observe that “increased spending on security will likely be associated with lower economic growth since more capital and labor are diverted toward security production and away from the production of final demand.”\textsuperscript{24}

In other words, because security always involves a tradeoff, more security spending does not always mean more security and more security does not always make us better off. Given these factors, then, how can an outside observer evaluate whether spending is excessive and poorly focused? Clearly, two logical possibilities exist. First, one could examine spending that occurs and evaluate whether significant waste exists. Second, one could identify possible additional programs that could accomplish heightened security in a more cost effective manner. For the most part, this study will focus on the former approach, but the latter is an important topic for future research.

Who should pay for Homeland Security?

Before turning to an evaluation of existing programs, one should also evaluate the economic reasoning behind federal provision of homeland security. National defense is often cited as the archetypal public good, i.e., one person’s consumption of the good does not prevent another person from consuming the same good.\textsuperscript{25} Another characteristic of public goods is that they are non-excludable, i.e., it is hard or impossible to prevent anybody that desires from getting access to and enjoying the public good once it is produced. Private goods have opposite characteristics: they are rival and excludable.

Economic theory suggests that it is efficient to have governments provide public goods, but to resort to private markets for the provision of non-public goods, e.g., governments should provide national defense, but markets should produce washing machines. Indeed, national defense is the strongest justification for government, since as Trajtenberg (2003) notes, markets might fail to provide it, whereas other traditional public goods, such as “maintaining law and order,” can theoretically be provided by private markets in a decentralized fashion.\textsuperscript{26}
As already mentioned, a key feature of terrorism is that the threat is generalized (it can happen anywhere, at any time) and yet any particular attack is “local.” By implication, homeland security is a mix of public and private goods. Accordingly, governments should provide some types of homeland security, while other types are best left to private markets. For example, governments should invest in intelligence gathering to track down terrorists, since this is a public good that benefits all citizens. But the protection of private property, such as personal residences, should be left to individuals because it is not a public good.27

A similar logic applies to which aspects of homeland security are public goods at the national versus state level. (See Table 2.) Espionage, intelligence, and immigration control benefit all the states, so the federal government should make these investments. But the benefits of protection of public infrastructure like bridges and water treatment plants are enjoyed by the residents of a particular state, rather than many states, so these investments should be made at the state level. This is not to say that the entire economy might not suffer were a specific bridge to be destroyed, but rather, that the principle economic impact of such an unfortunate event would be felt locally.28

Table 2: Who should be responsible for Homeland Security?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Federal Government</th>
<th>State and Local Government</th>
<th>Private Sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Espionage</td>
<td>Protection of Infrastructure such as: Bridges, Water reservoirs, and Ports</td>
<td>Protections of Infrastructures such as: Privately owned infrastructures, Stadiums, skyscrapers and individual houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence</td>
<td>First Responders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric grid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Public Choice Approach to Homeland Security Spending

Public choice theory also can be applied to homeland security spending. Many decisions on homeland security come through the political process. According to public choice economics, each participant has an incentive to maximize the political benefits of any particular action. This means that decisions are not always based on an assessment of the common good.

Schneier (2003) asks an interesting question to illustrate that point.29 Imagine that after September 11th, all the players involved in airline security were in a room trying to figure out what to do. Some members of the public are scared to fly, others aren’t. The airlines are desperate to get more people flying but are wary of security systems that are expensive. They are also worried that increased security might impose great organizational costs on them. The elected officials in the room are concerned about reelection and are concerned that they might be blamed for the attacks. And they need to be seen by voters as doing something to improve security. The FAA is left torn between its friends in the airline industry and its other friends in government.

Because everyone in this example is hypothetically looking at the security problem from his own perspective, no one is really trying to figure out what the right security tradeoffs are. As a consequence, the airline industry is happy to let the government take over the job of airport screening because it won’t cost them as much and it won’t be their fault if there is another attack in the future. The politicians want to be perceived as actively addressing the concerns of the voters. The FAA enjoys its increased powers in a context that pleases the government and the
airlines, and the public likes the feeling that something is being done. Yet it does not mean that the measures adopted will end up increasing security.

Public Choice theory underlines the different incentives and processes that operate when goods are sought through political means rather than through economic means. For instance, if you have to use your own money to buy the lock on the door to protect your house, you will make sure that the increased security from the lock is worth the price of the lock. In the words of Buchanan (1969), an individual spending his own money makes sure that anticipated benefits exceed the costs. In the political process though, the people buying the lock are rarely the ones paying for the lock. As such, they have less reason to balance costs and benefits.

The political appropriation and distribution of goods concentrates its benefits and disperses its costs. Many people can be taxed at a low rate so a small number of people can be given large sums. Special interests groups have an incentive to lobby the government to see that wealth is transferred to them. The term economists use to describe such lobbying is "rent-seeking." These pressure groups have a clear advantage in a political process where politicians are frequently accused of hearing nothing from the many and a lot from the few.

But policymakers represent an interest group too. In seeking reelection, they have an incentive to please those who might have money or votes to contribute to them. For instance, being elected by state voters rather than federal ones, a Congressman has an incentive to try to bring back to his state as much federal money as possible rather than to fight to cut down federal spending. A good example of this phenomenon is the increasing number of low priority and wasteful spending items— also called pork barrel spending—introduced by Congress at the last moment into federal spending bills and directed at a specific state locality or at a specific facility. In the same way, politicians are likely to favor and transfer wealth to targeted industries—like the farm or the automobile industry.

Thus, constituencies and interest groups are created for each particular political benefit program, and it may become, if this theory is correct, nearly impossible to develop policy initiatives without their input. This of course has major implications for the way politicians will make decisions about homeland security spending. First, because policymakers who are ultimately making homeland security decisions are often not the ones making the tradeoffs, it is possible that they will throw money at the problem rather than finding the most cost-effective antiterrorist measure to adopt. Also, lawmakers are likely to use homeland security funds to achieve non-homeland security agendas through the use of pork barrel spending and corporate welfare.

Finally, “homeland security” pressure groups—e.g. first responders, state officials and/or specific industries like the airline industry—may have an incentive to lobby lawmakers to try to grab a bigger share of the funding allocated to homeland security programs and /or to transfer their responsibilities to the federal government. In a recent paper, Besley et al. (1999) look at the tradeoffs between centralized and decentralized provision of local public and private goods. They emphasize the importance of the politics of decision making for the move toward more centralization of local responsibilities and the inefficient allocation of resources resulting from this process. Federalization of airline screeners and the trend toward the federalization of law enforcement and first responder programs are recent examples that may be consistent with this evidence.
III. The State of Homeland Security Spending

According to the Congressional Budget Office, "tracking and analyzing [homeland security] spending has proven to be difficult." The funding is split into 200 different appropriation accounts within the federal budget and involves many different functional areas of government. Furthermore, most of the funding resides within accounts that primarily finance activities not directed at homeland security.

Congress and the administration also created a new Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to consolidate in one agency activities that had previously been spread throughout the federal government. Many—including at first President Bush—opposed the idea that creating additional layers of bureaucracy would make America more secure. In spite of this early opposition, recently appointed DHS Secretary Michael Chertoff today oversees nearly 190,000 employees and, excluding funding for Project Bioshield, the President requested that DHS receives roughly $41 billion for FY2006. Last year, including funding for Project Bioshield, mandatory spending and fee-funded programs, DHS received a total of $40.7 billion for FY2005 through the Homeland Security Appropriation Act of 2005 which President Bush signed into law. This is $896 million more than the president had requested in its February budget.

Despite the creation of the DHS, homeland security spending continues to be an elusive figure to quantify because a large portion of homeland security spending takes place outside of the Department of Homeland Security. In addition, its name notwithstanding, the Department of Homeland Security's activities are not strictly directed to the protection of the homeland.

Figure 1 illustrates that point. In February, President Bush proposed the FY2006 budget for the Department of Homeland Security to be roughly $41 billion (this amount does not include the 2005 Iraq supplemental). Only $27 billion of DHS's budget is directed toward activities that meet the executive branch's definition of Homeland security. The remaining $14 billion—
a significant portion of DHS’s budget—finances non-homeland security activities like the Coast
Guard’s role in maritime rescue and FEMA’s Emergency Food and Shelter Program. Figure 1
also shows that the President’s proposed budget authority for homeland security activities
government-wide represents about $50 billion for FY2006. It means that $23 billion out of $50
billion is spent and labeled homeland security spending outside of DHS.

Figure 2. Homeland Security Spending: Outside vs. Inside of DHS

Figure 2 shows that during the last three years, a large amount of homeland security
spending has taken place outside of the Department of Homeland Security. This is explained by
the way legislators decided which programs should or not be transferred to the newly created
DHS. It appears that the only real question asked then was “in” or “out.” As it happened, large
homeland security items were left out of DHS, while some small items not related to homeland
security were incorporated into DHS, perhaps because this made the programs less likely targets
for future cuts.

Table 3 shows which agencies and departments are supposedly performing homeland
security activities outside of the Department of Homeland Security. It also shows how much
money the President requested for each agency and department for homeland security activities
in FY2006.

Of those, four agencies—the Department of Defense (DOD), Health and Human Services
(HHS), Justice (DOJ), and Energy (DOE)—account for approximately 82 percent of total
government-wide homeland security funding outside of DHS. Not surprisingly, a large portion of
the homeland security money will be spent by the Department of Defense—$9.5 billion in
FY2005—and by the Department of Justice—$3.1 billion.
Other funding decisions are more curious. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), for example, receives significant funding. The funding supports programs to develop technology to “help decision-makers prepare for, detect, contain, and decontaminate chemical and biological attacks directed against buildings and water treatment systems.”\(^{45}\) NASA also receives funding. The NASA funding supports the development of microscopic sensors for the detection of biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons and the monitoring the nation’s air and water resources.\(^{46}\) Veteran Affairs, which has the primary mission of caring for veterans, receives homeland security spending “to ensure that our facilities are sufficiently hardened to protect our own staff and patients and ability to serve veterans.”\(^{47}\)

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) receives funding “to focus upon three key areas: agricultural production and the food supply, USDA facilities, and USDA staff.”\(^{48}\) The Department of Commerce (DOC) also receives funding to develop a formal working relationship with the DHS Science and Technology Directorate and the DOC Technology Administration’s National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). NIST research includes programs for the detection of chemical, biological and other explosive threats.\(^{49}\) And the Smithsonian

---

Table 3. Homeland Security Funding By Department and Agency
(Budget Authority in Millions of Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departments</th>
<th>FY2006</th>
<th>Department's Share of Total HS funding outside of DHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense-Military</td>
<td>9513</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>1666</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHS</td>
<td>4407</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>3104</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>938</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Affairs</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corps of Engineers</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Security Administration</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smithsonian Institution</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security Administration</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>0.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Agencies</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total HS Funding outside of DHS</td>
<td>22612</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Budget of The United States, FY2006, Table S-5.
Note 1: FY2006 are estimates.
Institution uses the allocated homeland security funds for general security around their museums and for labor costs for the museum system’s guard force.\textsuperscript{50}

Why all these agencies with new homeland security accounts are getting homeland security funds is not a trivial question since many of these agencies have suffered from documented mismanagement.\textsuperscript{51} Official reports about various shuttle disasters and the General Accounting Office (GAO) have repeatedly declared NASA mismanaged.\textsuperscript{52} Reports also show that in the last 20 years the Department of Energy has consistently terminated projects prior to completion, causing billions of dollars of losses, while most of its other projects were either over budget or behind schedule.\textsuperscript{53} The Army Corps of Engineers, which now receives homeland security funds as well, has been found to falsify data to justify large construction projects.\textsuperscript{54} And the agency is frequently criticized for wasting billions on environmentally damaging projects in the districts of important Members of Congress.\textsuperscript{55}

The GAO reported that the Pentagon’s financial management problems are “pervasive, complex, long-standing, and deeply rooted in virtually all business operations throughout the department.”\textsuperscript{56} And in January, a new GAO report concluded that DOD is one of the most prone to waste, fraud and abuse raising serious concerns about the effectiveness of many of its programs. Finally, DOC is found to need improvement in its financial management and control over its internal weakness while USDA is often declared to “lack financial accountability over billions of dollars of assets.”\textsuperscript{57}

One might think that the creation of the DHS would have allowed the government to move spending away from agencies with troubling track records. With so much funding spent on homeland security outside of DHS, the promise that the creation of DHS would result in an entity with sole responsibility for the government’s efforts against terrorism is called into question. Moreover, with the money split between so many departments and programs, the ability of DHS or Congress to conduct effective oversight decreases. The new department has authority over the parts of agencies subsumed under it but not over the many more that remain outside of its control.

Congress’s failure to consolidate oversight of the Department of Homeland Security is possibly the single greatest obstacle to creating an efficient and effective Department. Even after consolidation of over two dozen agencies, committee chairs have been unwilling to relinquish much of their jurisdiction over the 22 agencies and activities transferred to DHS and so have blocked reform. This is also extremely time consuming. Last year alone, the leaders of DHS had to appear before 88 committees and subcommittees of Congress.\textsuperscript{58}

The good news is that the temporary House Select Committee on Homeland Security, created in February 2003, and co-chaired by Congressmen Chris Cox (R-CA) and Jim Turner (D-TX), was made permanent earlier this year. This will broaden DHS’s oversight. More importantly, the Committee will have a large responsibility for the DHS authorization bill.

Finally, the political effect of the words “homeland security” increases the necessity of effective oversight. Agencies, including DHS, are often aggressive advocates of the expansion of their own budgets and protect vigorously their own statutory mandates. With so much of the spending already diffused, the current structure invites future disputes. Conversely, because so much money unrelated to homeland security activities is spent inside DHS, the risk of funding increasing for these activities under the assumption that it serves some homeland security purpose may also be high. Last Christmas, for instance the DHS handed out about $153 million for programs offering food and shelter for the poor to be spent thorough 2004. This is a significant increase from this program’s previous year budget.\textsuperscript{59} And in September the Senate
attached $2.9 billion in disaster aid for farm states plagued by droughts, floods and freezes in the past year to the FY2005 Homeland Security bill. Also, former homeland Security Secretary Tom Ridge campaigned aggressively about the idea that hurricane disaster relief and others are a legitimate part of homeland security since the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) can respond to a wider variety of emergencies than just terrorism relief. This is likely the first step toward the slippery slope of the increased involvement of the Department of Homeland Security in non-homeland security activities.

Programs that Congress might not approve if they were outside of DHS may likely sail through because of their DHS affiliation. Indeed, a significant volume of legislation since 9/11 has been rushed through in a tone of urgency with reference to the tragedy and its relationship to homeland security, with the $190 billion farm bill serving as a recent example.

IV. The Rapid Growth in Homeland Security Spending

Figure 3. Trend in Homeland Security Spending between FY 1995 and 2005

![Figure 3](image)

Sources: Budget of the United States, Fiscal Year 2006, Table S-5 and Office of Management and Budget, "Securing the homeland, Strengthening the Nation."

Note: Levels for FY 1995 through 1997 are estimated, as OMB did not collect data on these activities prior to FY 1998.

Funding for homeland security activities has risen substantially since 2001. Figure 3 shows the government-wide trend in homeland security spending since FY1995. Levels for FY 1995 through 1997 are estimated, as OMB did not collect data on these activities prior to
Not surprisingly, the estimate shows that homeland security spending was relatively small prior to 2001 and increased drastically between FY2001 and FY2006, from $16.9 billion to at least $49.9 billion—a 195 percent increase over that period. Nor has the growth slowed in recent years. The figures show a $6.1 billion (22.5 percent) increase since FY2004.

Also since FY2001, Congress and the President increased nondefense discretionary appropriations for homeland security from $10 billion in 2001 to the president’s request of $32 billion for FY2006—a 220 percent increase.

The largest part of this increase comes from an increase in the total Department of Homeland Security’s budget, which grew from $31.2 billion in FY2003 to a requested $41 billion in FY2006 (this figure does not include the most recent Iraq supplemental bill). This represents a 31.4 percent increase since the department was created in November 2002 and a 7 percent increase since FY2005.

Figure 4 shows the increase in homeland security activity spending in the Department of Homeland Security.

Figure 4. Evolution of Homeland Security Activity Spending Within DHS Since FY2001

Source: Budget of the United States, FY2006, Table S-5.

The Department of Homeland Security was established in 2003 so the figures for 2001 and 2002 represent the spending of the agencies that eventually composed the new department. These agencies that are now part of DHS include the Coast Guard, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the Secret Service, the Transportation Security Administration, and offices that were formerly part of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and the Customs Service.

The portion of the DHS budget devoted to homeland security has increased from an estimated $10.7 billion in FY2001 to a proposed $27.3 billion in FY2006.
V. Risk And Cost Benefit Analysis in Homeland Security Spending

V. A. First responder Grants:

Are homeland security funds within DHS well spent? How much security does $27 billion buy? On this score, information gleaned from the budget documents range from mixed to vague. A review of homeland security spending by DHS raises considerable doubt.

The September 11th attacks revealed some gaps in the ability of local officials to respond to terrorist attacks on major urban cities. In response, Congress moved swiftly to appropriate homeland security funds to state and local governments. Total federal homeland security spending to state and local governments increased from $2.7 billion in FY2001 to $8 billion in FY2006 (a 1962 percent increase).64

A significant portion of that effort was directed to “first responder” programs – essentially federal funds for state and local police and fire departments. Homeland Security funding to state and local governments for first responder programs increased from $616 million in FY2001 to $3.36 billion in FY2006 (a 500 percent increase).65 But the biggest share of this first responder program explosion took place in the form of grants to lower level governments. Figure 5 shows the increase in terrorism preparedness grant programs to the states for first responders. Between FY2001 and FY2006, the money appropriated for these grants increased by roughly 1800 percent from $135 million to $2.6 billion.

Figure 5. DHS Grants to States to Enhance the Ability of First Responders


This first responder grant money—which is channeled through the Department of Homeland Security—is intended to help so-called first responders to buy chemical and radiological detectors, improve their emergency communication systems, expand training and take a series of other steps to help deter and respond to terrorist attacks.

While the quantity of funds is significant, the funds are not being allocated according to a plan that was devised by security experts. According to a report released in April 2004 by Chairman of the House Select Committee on Homeland Security Chris Cox (R-Calif) “An Analysis of First Responder Grant Funding,” the formula that drives the process is mainly to blame for that evolution.66 In keeping with the way Washington spreads federal taxpayer’s money to the states—whether for highways, education or emergency preparedness—DHS
follows in part a formula set by Congress that provides every state with a guaranteed minimum amount of state grants regardless of risk or need. Specifically, the formula written into law by Congress into the Patriot Act after September 11\textsuperscript{th} guaranteed each state 0.75\% of the total amount appropriated to DHS for state terrorism preparedness grants, with smaller shares going to territories like Puerto Rico. It amounts to 40\% of the total pot of money being divided up equally among the states, regardless of size, risk, or need.

Prior to September 11\textsuperscript{th}, total funding covered by the formula—i.e the State Homeland Security Grant Programs (SHSGP), which is the sum of a series of separate grants, plus Critical Infrastructure Protection Grants—amounted to $97 million.\textsuperscript{67} It means that in 2001 the guaranteed minimum each state would receive was less than $1 million. However, due to the 20-fold increase in this program between FY2001 and FY2003 from $97 million to $2,066 million the minimum guaranteed amount each state was receiving went from $1 million to $15.5 million regardless of risk or need.\textsuperscript{68} In FY2004, this minimum guaranteed sum was roughly $13 million.

In FY2005, the amount allocated decreased along with the minimum guaranteed (see Figure 6).

![Figure 6. Trend in Minimum Guaranteed to States by DHS](image)

After this 40\% of SHSGP is allocated to states, the 60\% left over is apportioned among states based on population, not risk. For the smallest states, this formula means an additional $2 million on top of the guaranteed minimum. In FY2004, the two combined allocation formulas resulted in Wyoming, the least populous state, receiving $17.5 million and California, the most populous state, receiving $164 million regardless of risk or need.\textsuperscript{69} And according to the same calculation, in FY2004 Wyoming is guaranteed to receive a minimum of $15 million and California, the most populated state, at least $133 million.

The underlying theory behind this all-state-minimum formula is that terrorists could strike anywhere and that heads of homeland security agencies in rural and small states throughout the country have now become convinced that their turf is just as threatened as Washington, New York or Chicago. The journalist Amanda Ripley adds in the \textit{New York Times Magazine} “when asked about relative risks, these officials talk about relative worth and the right
of their citizens to get the same kind of protection that they are afforded in other places in the country.\textsuperscript{70}

The theory that money should be spent smoothly across states has not been supported by reasoned analysis during the public policy debate. And experts in the field have reached different conclusions. The Insurance Services Office (ISO)—a private company—serves the insurance industry by maintaining data on risks of all kinds and helping insurance companies underwrite policies at prices commensurate with those risks. In 2003 ISO did a research project to set objective prices for terrorism insurance. They surveyed five former FBI, CIA and Pentagon intelligence experts and applied their opinions to a database of 300,000 potential targets. They then used this information to set baseline rates for terrorism insurance. Their conclusion is the following: The highest risk cities in the U.S. are New York, Washington, DC, Chicago, San Francisco and those at high risk of attack are Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle and Boston.\textsuperscript{71}

Many other glitches in the homeland security grant distribution are the result of those two government formulas. For instance, among the top 10 states and districts receiving grants only the District of Columbia also appeared on a list of the top 10 most at risk places.\textsuperscript{72} Currently, states in rural, less populated areas, or populated areas – but less likely to be targeted by terrorist acts – often receive a disproportionate amount of grant money.

Table 4 shows how much in dollars per capita each state received from State Homeland Security Grants Programs for FY2004. New York State received 4.68 percent of general grant money while its population accounts for 6.55 percent of the nation’s population. California received 7.95 percent of general grant money while its population accounts for 12 percent of the nation’s population. And Wyoming, which has a population that accounts for 0.17 percent of the nation’s population, receives 0.85 percent of all the grant monies. This translates to $5.41 per capita in New York State, $4.97 per capita in California and $37.74 per capita in Wyoming. And spending on U.S. territories is equally variable. In FY2004, the US Virgin Islands received $104.35 per capita, Guam $90.36, and Northern Mariana Islands $54.

One should not conclude that more money should be handed to states with a lower dollar grant per capita or with a large population like California or that money should be taken away from small states with high dollar per capita. Cox (2004) points out “It is not the case that American Samoa should receive proportionately less or should, in the nature of things, receive more or less than anywhere else, except in my view, if security needs require it.”\textsuperscript{73} In other words, grant money should only be distributed based on an evaluation of risk and security need and nothing else. The political formulas used now to allocate the money disconnect the funding from the risk of being attacked.

The same lack of assessment of risk and need exists in the way states allocate or pass through the funding from DHS to their localities (they are obligated to pass through 80 percent of the money received).\textsuperscript{74} For instance, Carafano (2004) reports “California distributes its federal grants in base-amounts of $5,000 to each county, an amount so small and arbitrary it seems that it is difficult to imagine how it could be used productively.”\textsuperscript{75}
Finally, almost three years after the State Homeland Security Grant Program was launched, first responders across the Nation have not received the vast majority of the $6.3 billion that congress and the Administration have allocated in terrorism preparedness grants since September 11 (FY2002 to FY2004). In fact $5.2 billion in the Department of Homeland Security grant money remains in the administration pipeline, waiting to be used. And soon the money allocated for FY2005 and requested by the President FY2006 will be added to the funding pipeline (another $5.2 billion).

V. B. Port Security Grants

Sadly, the lack of means to ensure that the greatest priorities are funded first is not restricted to first responder grants. A review of the Port Security Grant Program
conducted by the DHS Inspector General between December 2003 and May 2004 questions the merits of “several hundred projects” related to port security.77

The U.S. maritime system includes more than 360 sea and river ports with more than 3,700 cargo and passenger terminals and more than 1,000 harbor channels along thousands of miles of coastline.78 Maritime shippers have increasingly concentrated their traffic through major cargo hubs (called mega ports) because of their superior infrastructure. In the United States, 50 ports account for approximately 85 percent of all cargo tonnage.79

The U.S. maritime system has tremendous economic significance. As the primary mode of transportation for world trade, ships carry more than 95 percent of the nation’s non-North-American trade by weight and 75 percent by value, and 100 percent of the foreign oil imported by the United States.80 In 2003, waterborne cargo contributed about 7.5 percent of the U.S. gross domestic product.81 Given the importance of maritime trade to the U.S. economy, disruption of that trade can have immediate and significant economic consequences.

As a result, the attacks of September 11, 2001 renewed lawmakers’ focus on protecting the country’s port facilities. In 2002, Congress provided the first wave of funding to the Transportation Security Administration (TSA), then part of the Department of Transportation, to enhance the security of ports and other facilities. TSA, along with the Maritime Administration (MARAD) and the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), developed the Port Security Grant Program, which it continued, once it became part of the Department of Homeland Security.

In FY2002, the TSA received a total budget of $1.24 billion, of which $92 million was dedicated to the new Port Security Grant Program.82 In addition to this first round of awards, DHS has awarded $471 million for over 1,200 port security projects over three years ($168 million in July 2003, $179 million in December 2003, and $49 million in September 2004 as part of the Port Security Grant Program, and $75 million from the Urban Area Security Initiative in August 2003.)83

A close look at homeland security funding for port security reveals that probably too little money is appropriated, much of the appropriated money is allocated to the wrong things, and much of the allocated money is not spent.

First, appropriators should direct funding to programs that provide the greatest contribution to the most critical missions; ideally, getting the biggest return on our tax dollars should be the only criterion guiding spending decisions. Thus, considering the importance of the U.S. maritime system to our economy and our security, the federal government—to the extent that it should be involved in port security at all—should make protecting our ports a priority. But Congress has not done so: in FY2005, it allocated only $150 million for port security grants out of TSA’s $5.4 billion budget ($4.7 billion will be going to aviation security in FY2006).84 To put that number in perspective, consider that the Coast Guard estimates that the first-year costs for enhancing security at America’s 360 maritime facilities would be $963 million and then $535 million annually for the succeeding decade.85 So if the goal is really to protect our ports, $150 million seems rather pointless.

Second, allocating money efficiently means that the money appropriated should be spent based on risk analysis. Because most U.S. ports face a very low probability of attack, providing resources for every port in the country makes little sense. In addition,
the U.S. port infrastructure is so vast that spreading $150 million across the nation will not achieve meaningful security either.

To be most effective, the money should go to critical national ports and terminals, the areas of highest consequence with the greatest vulnerability to terrorist attack. As explained above, 95 percent of all foreign commerce enters the United States through the nation’s 360 public and private ports and about 42 percent of that trade moves through just 10 ports, with the biggest loads passing through Houston, New York and South Louisiana. Severely damaging one of these critical ports could not only cause injuries, death, and property damage, but could also disrupt the flow of basic goods into and out of the country. For this reason, the nation’s biggest ports are regarded as high-risk areas. However, they are often getting relatively less than smaller and lower risk ports.

Table 5 shows how much in dollars per ton each state received from the Port Security Grant Program over the last three years (i.e., excluding the $75 million made available under the Urban Area Security Initiative). The states with the biggest loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Grant Dollars per Ton</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Grant Dollars per Ton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guam</td>
<td>3.196</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>Virgin Islands</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Alaska        | 0.105                 | Source: Author's calculation based on American Association of Port Authorities website: http://www.aapa-ports.org/govrelations/issues/crime.htm and the Army Corps of Engineers (2003 figures): http://www.iwr.usace.army.mil/ndc/wcsc/stateton03.htm

Note: Mariana Islands-Saipan and Vermont are not included because no waterbone cargo data was available. Mariana received a total of $2,129,577 and Vermont received $131,232.
passing through their ports are Louisiana, Texas, New York and California. Nearly 53 percent of all trade moves through these four states.\textsuperscript{87} Louisiana received 10 percent of general grant money while its trade accounts for 16 percent of the nation’s commerce. Texas received 13 percent of general grant money while its trade tonnage accounts for 16 percent of the nation’s commerce. And Guam, which accounts for 0.01 percent of the nation’s commerce, receives 0.16 percent of all the grant monies. This translates to $0.105 per ton in Louisiana, $0.137 per ton in Texas and $3.196 per ton in Guam.

After four separate rounds of port security grants, the DHS Inspector General’s audit reveals a vast problem of misplaced priorities in the grant program. The grants were given out based on applications submitted by individual ports, but they were awarded even when the Department staff members found that the applications lacked merit. According to the IG report, the Department has put too much emphasis on spreading money around broadly, instead of directing it toward the most vulnerable and important targets. According to the audit, “Grant award decisions are made with the intent of expending all available funding and spreading funds to as many applicants as possible.”\textsuperscript{88} In the third round, selecting officials even capped funding per entity and per award in order to reach more applicants and projects.\textsuperscript{89}

In other words, hundred of thousands of dollars were spent on low traffic ports defined as low-risk areas by DHS’s own standards. Major ports such as New York, Los Angeles, Houston, and South Louisiana received large allocations, but DHS also awarded smaller grants to ports such as Christiansted in the Virgin Islands, Martha’s Vineyard in Massachusetts, Tulsa Port of Catoosa in Oklahoma, and six ports in Alaska, none of which appeared to meet the grant eligibility requirements.\textsuperscript{90} For example, a $180,000 grant was awarded to a port that the field review team described as a “small remote facility that receives less than 20 ships a year.”\textsuperscript{91}

The IG audit also reports that “[t]he program funded projects despite dubious scores by its evaluators against key criteria, raising questions about the merits of several hundred projects.”\textsuperscript{92} For instance, more than $130,000 was awarded to a port for a closed-circuit television system even after the field reviewers ranked the project 27th of 29 applications and stated in its internal review documents that “these initiatives would be redundant to what the port authority has in place.”\textsuperscript{93} And a $25,000 grant was awarded to install video surveillance equipment and alarms at a port next to a luxury entertainment complex that included restaurants, a hotel, and a spa, even though this project was ranked last among the applications.\textsuperscript{94}

Furthermore, the reverse situation also occurred: many projects were not funded despite strong support from the field review. For instance, in round three, no grants were awarded to 54 projects that were ranked highly, i.e., in the top five of their groups.\textsuperscript{95}

The report also explains that public seaports are generally owned and operated by local governments through a port authority; however, large portions of seaport real estate are leased to the private sector with the local government operating as a landlord. In addition, there are many privately owned and operated terminals within seaports that exist independently of the local port authority. Yet the question of where the private sector’s responsibility for preventing terrorism ends and where the federal government’s begins is not addressed at all in the distribution of port grants. The auditor notes that “[p]rivate entities have applied for, and received, substantial funding.”\textsuperscript{96} But shouldn’t the private sector, not the federal government, be responsible, for the protection of private
assets? To make matter worse, the IG reports that “Some of these funds went to projects that reviewers rated overall as below average or worse during the evaluation process, calling into question the merits of these projects.” For instance, in rounds two and three, 155 private-sector projects that ranked below average or worse were funded at a cost of $32.4 million. 

Finally, as is the case with the first responder grants, port security grant recipients have not spent the funds awarded to them: after the first three rounds of grants, including the Urban Area Security Initiative, recipients have spent only 21 percent of the total amount awarded ($107 million out of $515 million).

As the audit concludes, the Department has “no assurance that the program is protecting the nation’s most critical and vulnerable port infrastructure and assets.” But the real question to ask is whether protecting our critical infrastructures is the best use of our federal dollars. It seems that the best way to keep bad things from America’s ports is to stop them before they arrive. Not, as James Carafano puts it “turn every seaport into a little Maginot line.”

The Coast Guard assets support many of the missions aimed at keeping terrorists out of our ports. So instead of pouring money into port grants for state, local, and private sector projects which contribution to the overall maritime security is unclear, Congress and the President should ensure that the Coast Guard’s modernization and recapitalization program called Integrated Deepwater System is fully funded. Since September 11th, the Coast Guard homeland security missions have greatly expanded and its equipment is wearing out fast. Last year, President Bush and Congress allocated $6.3 billion for the Coast Guard for FY 2005. As part of funding for Coast Guard programs, the appropriations bill includes $724 million for the Deepwater multi-year acquisition to modernize and recapitalize the Coast Guard’s.

VI. Use Of Homeland Security Grants

The lack of risk-based funding coupled with the absence of federal terrorism preparedness standards or goals to guide expenditure of funds at the state and local levels has resulted already in some questionable uses of homeland security grants (whether they are DOJ, HHS or DHS grants). Expressing his concern, former Senate Budget Committee Chairman Nickles notes, “Congress is creating programs under the banner of homeland security, which in some cases, some cities and some states are using as more or less revenue sharing.” And Chairman Chris Cox notes that “there have been numerous reports suggesting that the first responder monies that have been received and spent to date have not necessarily gone to the first responders who need it most, or for projects that materially enhance our homeland security.”

The data support their fears. The misuse of federal funds by states and local governments includes:

- $351,000 awarded to a port to buy a mobile command center that DHS’s field reviewers said “appears to be a luxury item.”
- $10,000 given to one port for encrypted radios that the DHS field staff concluded were not needed and perhaps not compatible with the federal and state radios.
• $935,000 awarded to a port where an industrial park was being built, leading the Department staff members to question if the money was in fact an economic grant instead of anti-terrorism financing.\textsuperscript{107}

• $1,060,000 awarded to a port for fortified crash beams even though the Department field reviewers believed that this project was primarily anti-theft, not anti-terrorism.\textsuperscript{108}

• $63,000 spent on a decontamination unit that is now stored in a warehouse in rural Washington State because the state does not have a HAZMAT team to use it.\textsuperscript{109}

• $22,800 spent by Mason County, WA to buy six radios that are incompatible with county radios.\textsuperscript{110}

• $30,000 used by officials in Lake County, TN, to help a high school buy a defibrillator to have on hand for a basketball tournament.\textsuperscript{111}

• $500,000 spent by Outagamie County, WI. (pop. 165,000) to buy chemical suits, generators, rescue saws, disaster-response trailers, emergency lighting, escape hood, and a bomb disposal vehicle.\textsuperscript{112}

• $98,000 spent on training courses in incident management by the Tecumseh fire department in Lenawee County, MI that no one attended.\textsuperscript{113}

• $557,400 awarded to North Pole, a town in Alaska (1,570 people), for homeland security rescue and communications equipment.\textsuperscript{114}

These are not isolated cases of unfortunate uses of homeland security funds. Meanwhile, as Senator Nickles points out, “[Large and high risk cities] are as likely to waste homeland funds as low risk areas.”\textsuperscript{115} Senator Conrad notes, “I have heard from individual departments that spending initiatives that were pending previously that were not approved, once they were given the label of homeland security, whether or not they fit the description, sailed through.”\textsuperscript{116} For instance, Washington DC—incontestably one of the high threat areas in the country—used the region’s first wave of homeland security aid as “seed money” for a computerized car towing system that the mayor had promised for three years to help combat fraud by private towing companies.\textsuperscript{117} D.C. also used $100,000 to fund the mayor’s popular summer jobs program.\textsuperscript{118}

According to DHS officials, DHS spending has been the subject of many audits, none of which found any systemic cases of fraud or abuse of program funds. Indeed, many of the purchases made with DHS funds were allowable and justified under Department guidelines. To end the discussion there, however, ignores the larger point that the system for disbursing homeland security funds is flawed and does not ensure that the greatest priorities are funded. While the audits did not find systemic problems, some of their specific recommendations fit well with Chairmen Nickles and Cox’ arguments on this point. For instance, the Inspector General’s audit of first responder grants admonishes, “Efforts to monitor and measure the impact of first responder grants needs to be improved.”\textsuperscript{119} The Inspector General’s report on Port Security Grant Program notes that many grants were given to port security projects that “appeared to be for a purpose other than security against an act of terrorism.”\textsuperscript{120}

Spending $58,000 on a rescue vehicle capable of boring through concrete to search for victims in collapsed buildings in Colchester, Vermont (18,000 people), for example, may be allowable and justifiable under DHS guidelines, but are those guidelines appropriate?\textsuperscript{121} And while there may be some ways to justify spending homeland security
funds in this location, we should question whether locations like Vermont, Michigan, or Tennessee are truly the front lines in the war on terror.

VII. Are Federal Grants to States Efficient?

The real question is whether these problems with homeland security grants to the states are not simply symptomatic of any federal grant system. If that is the case, it means there are more productive ways to protect America than federal grant programs to state and local governments.

In theory, the United States is a federal system, meaning that the federal government was designed to have specific limited powers with most basic functions left to the States. But in the last fifty years, the federal government has undertaken a large number of activities that were traditionally and constitutionally reserved to the states. To extend its power into state affairs the federal government has developed a vast and complex system of grants to states and local government.122

In FY2005, the total amount of federal grants paid out to the states and local government is scheduled to reach well over $425.8 billion. President Bush requested $435.7 billion for grants for FY2006.123 According to the GAO, over the past 20 years the number of federal grant programs to states and local government has proliferated from less than 450 in 1980 to roughly 700 in 2001.124 These grants are directed towards a huge range of activities such as education, healthcare, transportation, housing and more.

To be sure, these grants are an imposition of federal priorities on state and local government.125 But are they an economically efficient way to manage homeland security spending?126

Numerous reports have pointed at the complexity and redundancy in the federal grant industry as well as at the mismanagement, fraud and abuse of federal funds. The GAO notes “GAO’s work has been pointing out the chronic problems of federal grants since at least 1975.127 And in spite of GAO recommendations and occasional reforms, the same problems remain. So although the initial goal of grant programs might be a high-minded purpose—such as help for poorer regions or homeland security—they frequently have turned out to be an extremely ineffective way to achieve a policy goal.

The unsatisfactory performance of federal grant programs has been repeatedly reported. Indeed, the Office of Management and Budget regularly points out that grant programs have poorer performance, on average, than other federal programs.128 These grants often come within the frame of one-size-fits all federal regulation, which reduces States’ incentive to be innovative.

This abundant literature serves as evidence that federal grants and funds to states are a wasteful way of providing government services to Americans. There is no reason to believe that it will suddenly become an effective way to enhance America’s homeland security. In addition to the problems underlined in the previous section, GAO reports that homeland security grants are already following the same troubling pattern of other federal grants.129 First, the amount of homeland security funds transferred to lower level governments is growing at an impressive rate. Homeland security funds—which included grants from DHS, DOJ and HHS—handed down to the states for first responders alone increased from $2.7 billion in FY2001 to $5.5 billion in FY2005.130 In FY2005, a total of $8.4 billion will be paid by the Department of Homeland
Security in the form of grants to state and local governments to finance homeland security activities. The president’s FY2006 budget proposed to raise that amount to $9.1 billion.\textsuperscript{131}

Second, excessive complexity and duplication in the federal homeland security grant industry is already quite evident. For instance, GAO describes the extreme complexity and fragmentation of the major federal homeland security assistance programs targeted to first responders.\textsuperscript{132} Some grants go to state emergency management agencies, some go to state fire marshals, some go directly to local first responders and some go to the cities. Some grants are paid by DHS through the Office of Domestic Preparedness and/or through FEMA, some are paid by the Department of Justice through the Office of Justice Programs and/or through the Office of Community Policing Services and others are paid by the Department of Health and Human Services through the CDC and/or through the health Resources and Service Administration. Finally, there at least 16 overlapping grant programs for local first responders such as firefighters and local law enforcement – highlighting the problem of duplication in the federal grant program.\textsuperscript{133}

And like other grant programs, homeland security grants have spurred much wasteful lobbying activity.\textsuperscript{134} Edwards (2004) reports “On March 4\textsuperscript{th} 2004, 3,000 officials flew into Washington to lobby Congress for larger first responder grants; they were followed on March 16 by firefighters from across the country coming to lobby Congress.”\textsuperscript{135} Other officials are coming to complain about the level of grants they are getting compared to others and asking for a level playing field.

And yet, when Senator Nickles asked Homeland Secretary Ridge in February 2004 “these [first responder] funds, correct me if I am wrong, these funds really aren’t supposed to be a subsidy for local police and fire, is that correct?” former Secretary Ridge replied without blinking “That’s correct.”\textsuperscript{136}

Our homeland security is only as strong as the weakest link. Most dollars spent on anything else than the weakest link—in term of probability of something happening, the likelihood of it succeeding and the consequences of it occurring—are likely to be a waste of money. It means that giving state and local government money to increase their capacity to respond to a terrorist attacks is the wrong answer. The Council on Foreign Relations measured the cost of equipping every sate and U.S. territory with enough resources to conduct each critical homeland security task could be at least $103 billion per year.\textsuperscript{137} And this level of funding could not even guaranty the U.S against devastating attacks.

According to security expert Bruce Schneier “critical to any security decision is this notion of trade-offs, meaning the cost—in terms of money, convenience, comfort, freedoms and so on—that inevitably attached themselves to any security system.” He adds “better understanding of trade-offs leads to a better understanding of security decisions.”\textsuperscript{138} A recurring recommendation from the GAO over the years has been the need to use risk management as an important element in developing a national strategy to fight terrorism.\textsuperscript{139}

Risk management is about playing the odds. It is figuring out which attacks are worth worrying about and spending money on and which are better left ignored. It is spending more resources on the serious attacks—defined as being very likely or if successful having devastating effects—and spending less on the trivial ones. It is taking a finite security budget and making the best use of it. In other words, homeland security should be about wise choices, not just increased spending.

Risk management is also about figuring out who is the best player suited to address a given risk. At the federal level, homeland security should be about preventing adverse
consequences from the intentional and unwarranted actions of others. In that sense, federal homeland security grants are not making us more secure. The grant programs—especially the first responder grants—are predicated on the notion of cleaning up after terrorists successfully attack. This is a huge waste of our scarce federal resources. Cox (2003) notes, “The mission of the Department of Homeland Security must be first and foremost to prevent another deadly attack on the United States.” And he adds “A dollar spent on preventing the next terror attack is vastly superior to spending dollars on cleaning up the mess when we fail to do job one, which is preventing terrorism.”

Homeland security should be based on the investigation, interdiction and elimination of terrorist threats. As Governor Mitt Romney (R-MA), co-chairman of the National Governors Association’s homeland security efforts, points out “Many states are focusing too much efforts on preparing to respond when the most important investment would be preventing terrorist attacks.” It means that the billions going to states and local governments would be best spent on bolstering the ability of federal law enforcement and intelligence services to achieve these goals instead of subsidizing local fire stations throughout the country.

Alternatively, instead of wasting money on building response capacity, federal funding could be spent to create a truly national prevention system with a robust capacity for state and local intelligence, early warning, exchange and exploitation of information and domestic counterterrorism. According to James Carafano (2004), grant programs have proven far more effective when federal money has been used to fund vulnerability assessments and to encourage public-private partnerships that adopt sustainable and effective security programs.

It does not mean that investing money on first responders in not important. However, states and local communities should be in charge of most of their preparedness efforts. If police officers feel they need more equipment to do their job, or firefighters need training or gym memberships they are not getting right now, they should turn to their state and local officials for funding.

More importantly, leaving the responsibility for developing proper first responder policies to the states makes much sense. Federalizing first responder programs accentuates the public choice problem that already plagues the political process. When first responder programs are funded at the federal level, a Congressman from Wyoming has no incentive admitting that his state is not a likely target or that if it ever were a target, the level of damages would be limited. This same Congressman has no incentive to turn down federal money, and even less incentive to volunteer sending his state taxpayer’s dollars to benefit other states. By contrast, when first responder programs are states’ responsibility, then this same Wyoming Congressman in theory should have a stronger incentive to assess risk and potential damages to his state accurately. He should have an incentive to decide whether to spend more on homeland security or on other accounts.

It does not mean that local communities would never have any claim to federal funds in case of a terrorist attack. But these funds should be accessed only when needed in case of an emergency, in the same way that FEMA funds can be accessed following a natural disaster. But implementing this system should not be an excuse to federalize the cost of state and local responsibilities.

Economics and public choice theory suggest a natural organization that appears to have eluded lawmakers so far. Not every jurisdiction needs a bomb squad. What every jurisdiction needs is to know where they can get a bomb squad if they need one, and/or where to ask if they
need to find a bomb squad. Today, it is incredibly easy and fast for a team of specialized responders to fly from one state to another and to help the state in distress. After September 11th, individuals, firefighters, police officers and many others all over the country mobilized to help New York and Washington. And that would happen again.

VIII. Homeland Security and Special Interests

The evidence suggests that homeland security grants to state and local governments are at times wasted. Accordingly, reform of this system is a worthy priority. The highest priority for federal spending is not to service every one of state and local governments’ needs. The priority must be to create a true national preparedness system. To that effect, funds should be distributing strictly based on risk and vulnerability. A first step in that direction would be to eschew the requirement that every state get part of the homeland security money. Also, because the grant system has proven to be very ineffective in the past, money should not be allocated through grants. Congress, however, appears to be moving in the opposite direction. For example, instead of reforming the way money is distributed to states, it created an addition grant program called the Urban Area Security Initiative Grants.

In theory the Urban Area Security Initiative Grant program is designed to allocate the money based on an evaluation of risks. The three principle criteria used are population density (half of the weight), presence of critical infrastructure (one third), and presence of a credible threat (about 1/6 of the weight). Early 2003, Congress announced that it would pay a total $100 million grant to seven cities—New York, Washington, Los Angeles, Seattle, Chicago, San Francisco, and Houston—that had made the “high threat list.”

Former DHS Secretary Tom Ridge and Members of Congress, however, immediately started receiving calls from city officials who felt they had been unfairly left out. As a result, the list of qualifying cities started to expand considerably. In May of 2003, the number of most-at-risk cities had grown from 7 to 30. In a few months, the pool of money had increased from $100 million to $700 million. Then in 2005, the Department of Homeland Security announced an even longer list of 80 cities and mass transit agencies, including Indianapolis, Louisville, and Columbus and a budget of $829.6 million. In FY2005, each of these cities will receive respectively $5.6 million, $5 million, and $7.6 million, on top on the minimum guaranteed from the grants to first responders.

On July 22, 2004, the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States (9/11 Commission) issued The 9/11 Commission report recommending among other things that federal homeland security assistance be distributed to state and local government based on risk and vulnerability. It added that, “Federal homeland security assistance should not remain a program for general revenue sharing. It should supplement state and local resources based on the risks or vulnerabilities that merit additional support.”

Other critics of the present funding distribution method include House Homeland Security Committee Chairman Chris Cox. To that effect, he has been promoting legislation, HR3266, the "Faster and Smarter Funding for First Responders Act" that would authorize the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to change the criteria used to distribute funding to DHS’ major programs in order to base grants to state and local governments primarily based on the risk of terrorist attacks and the magnitude of potential damages—not
population. Under the Cox proposal, each state would get a 0.25 percent of the available first responder dollars—instead of 0.75 percent.

Last year, the House version of intelligence reform legislation (HR10) included language, which originated in the House Selected Committee on Homeland Security, changing the funding formula to base homeland security grants on risk assessment and changing the formula so each state would receive at least 0.25 percent of the total grant pool (versus 0.75 percent with the current formula). It immediately triggered very strong oppositions in the Senate. Senator Leahy (D-VT), member of the powerful Homeland Security Appropriations Subcommittee, for instance, has argued that dropping the all-state minimum formula would “shortchange rural states.” In the end, the language did not survive the House-Senate conference.

A surprising endorsement of the intelligence bill’s risk or threat-based model came from seventeen fire and police organizations. In a letter to Rep. Peter Hoekstra (R-Mich), chairman of the congressional conference committee, they wrote “We believe that the funds should be distributed based on a risk or threat-based model.” They even went further than the House version of the intelligence bill (HR10). They wrote, “To the extent that state minimums are included, we urge that the minimums be kept low, in order to provide maximum funding to areas of greatest need.” Yet, again the victory of logic over state dependency did not see the light of day due to the extreme resistance to the idea.

This year, the President’s FY2006 budget also tries to move toward a risk based allocation of homeland security funds. To that effect, the administration’s budget rightfully restraints the amount of grants going to state and local governments. It also makes an effort to restructure DHS grants to focus on strategic needs rather than giving fixed allocations to individual states. For instance, the administration has proposed $3.4 billion in grants, which amounts to a $200 million decrease from FY2005. Moreover, the President decided to adopt the basic principles of the “Faster and Smarter Funding for First responders Act,” as passed by the House in H.R. 10 during the 108th Congress and change the formula so that states would get a 0.25 percent of the available funds.

Secretary Chertoff explains “We have to put the resources where the highest threats are.” He has ordered an internal review of his agency’s organization, operations and policies. In a statement before the House Appropriations Committee’s Homeland Security Subcommittee, Chertoff said,” I want to emphasize that our analysis of threats and risks posed to the United States by terrorists will drive the structure, operations, policies and missions of the department, and not the other way around.”

Delivering a speech at the George Washington University Homeland Security Policy Institute, the Secretary explained, “We need to adopt a risk-based approach in both our operations and our philosophy. Risk management is fundamental to managing the threat, while retaining our quality of life and living in freedom.” More importantly, he added, “Here I inject a note of caution because the media and the public often focus principally on threats. Threats are important, but they should not be automatic instigators of action. A terrorist attack on the two-lane bridge down the street from my house is bad but has a relatively low consequence compared to an attack on the Golden Gate Bridge. At the other end of the spectrum, even a remote threat to detonate a nuclear bomb is a high-level priority because of the catastrophic effect.”

If the President’s new budget proposals are adopted, it will be an important step in the right direction and a serious improvement of how we are spending homeland security funds to protect our nation. In a letter to the House Budget Committee on March 8 2005, Chairman Chris
Cox expressed his support for the President’s first responder funding levels. However, it probably won’t go through without other serious resistances in the Senate.

The Senate already offered signs that lawmakers may buck the Bush administration on spending priorities. An amendment to the 2006 budget resolution (S Con Res 18) offered by Senator Susan Collins (R-Maine) and Joe Lieberman (D-Conn.) restoring $855 million in first responder funding that was eliminated by the administration was approved earlier in March. In a prepared statement, Joe Lieberman explained “Homeland security cannot be had on the cheap and our first responders must have the training and equipment they need to keep our community as safe as possible.”

In a few weeks, Senator Collins will reintroduce her S. 2845 bill, the Senate version of the intelligence reform legislation. Here are some of key differences between the First responder funding in Senator Collins’S.2845 and Chairman Cox’s H.R. 10.

- **S. 2845** retains the flawed structure for allocating homeland security assistance grants. Under S. 2845, DHS would first allocate the higher base amount to each State, and then an additional amount on the basis of risk. Under H.R. 10, DHS would first allocate all funds based on an assessment of risk, and then provide, if necessary, additional funds to those States that have not met the base amount. The failure of S. 2845 to reform this structure means that DHS will be instructed to allocate far too much funding without regard to any risk. By contrast, under HR 10, 99% of funding will be risk-based.
- **S. 2845** does not require DHS to evaluate and prioritize applications based upon risk or need. In fact, every State that has a single “key asset” would get additional monies under their bill, continuing to spread this money around without any sense of prioritization.
- **And their bill would not require States to allocate monies within their States according to risk, either – effectively perpetuating the horror stories we hear every day about how this terrorism preparedness money is being used for all sorts of activities unrelated to terrorism, such as health club memberships and traffic cones.**
- **S. 2845** transfers approximately fifty (50) percent of the funds from the Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI), a risk-based grant program, to the State formula grant programs. This dramatic shift means that even less money will be distributed to States on the basis of risk.
- **S. 2845 dramatically expands the number of jurisdictions eligible for UASI grant funds.** Under current law, DHS allocates UASI grants to eighty (80) high-threat, high-density urban areas and mass transit agencies. Under S. 2845, however, any jurisdiction may be eligible for UASI funds if it only possesses one (1) key asset identified by the Secretary or its State.

At the end of the day, the differences between the House and the Senate can be explained by the fact that Senators from rural States have grown accustomed to grabbing disproportionate slices of the federal money pie. More generally, block grants are to the states and localities what entitlements are to citizens: money that flows to them automatically from the federal government. Of course, the lure of easy money for their recipients has made them popular with Congress. Now, the President along with Chairman Cox and Secretary Chertoff are threatening to change that by employing risk analysis to determine how to deploy money. And as the Secretary notes, “Not everyone is going to be happy.”

Interestingly, the proposal from the White House to tweak the DHS’s formula for state grants is only part of the start of what will probably become a major overhaul in the way the Department distributes funding for first responders. Matt Mayer, acting executive director of the Office of State and local Government Coordination and Preparedness, said the vehicle for change...
will come in the form of the National Preparedness Goal expected to be released on March 31, 2005. In an interview for Congressional Quarterly, Mayer explained that “the goal is a transformative document that will spell out how the federal government should distribute funding to best prepare the country for a terrorist attack.” This is good news since so far, DHS does not have a formal document to gauge preparedness.

Finally, even if the concept of allocating homeland security funds based on risk assessment is endorsed and adopted, many state officials believe that the process of assessing these terrorist threats and risks, even with ongoing guidance from DHS, will remain a very flawed procedure due to subjective interpretations. Based on previous experiences, DHS officials already acknowledge that the 50 states “terrorists risk assessments usually fall short of being objective.” Moreover, the economic incentive does not seem to favor a proper evaluation of those risks. Financial stakes are high for state officials who might feel that if their state is seen as a non-risk state, no money would be coming their way.

Confirming this intuition is the fact that shortly after the creation of DHS in March 2003, the 50 state governments were asked to initiate terrorist threat risk assessments by identifying critical assets and people or groups within their states that posed a terrorist threat. The assessments were due in early 2004. According to David Miller, Iowa’s homeland security administrator, because of the amount of money at stake “some leaders felt they ought to list at least one threat for their region, even if it was just a risk of terrorist passing through the area.”

To be sure, all levels of government contain some amount of inefficient or wasteful spending. The criteria used to identify such wasteful appropriations are the following ones: 1. the appropriation is not properly authorized by the House and/or the Senate and was not requested by the administration, 2. the appropriation is unauthorized and unrequested, has locality-specific or has facility-specific earmarks including those funds above the administration request, 3. the appropriation involves the transfer or disposal of federal property or items under terms that circumvent existing law and 4. new items added in conference that were never considered in either bill in either the House or the Senate.

According to Citizens Against Government Waste (2004), in FY 2003 Congress added a record level of $22.5 billion in wasteful spending. The Republican leadership this year is no different, with 8,000 pork items attached to the February Omnibus bill. And it is now obvious that rather than curbing lawmakers’ appetite for home state earmarks, the surge in emergency spending to strengthen “homeland security” and bolster the Pentagon budget provides ample opportunities for lawmakers to direct such funds to their districts and states. Federal coffers are wide open to fight terrorism, and lawmakers can hardly be faulted for pushing projects aimed at protecting their constituents. As a result, in spite of promises by appropriators to pass a pork-free homeland security bill, the fiscal 2004 Homeland Security bill is laden with earmark projects.

Some of the pork items in the FY2004 Homeland Security bill are:
- $2,000,000 to the Great Lakes Region to purchase an Icebreaker so that commercial ships can go through during the winter time.
- $200,000 to project Alert, a school-based drug prevention program for middle grade youth.
- $7,100,000 for forensic support and grants to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children.
- $100,000 to the Child Pornography Tipline
- $3,000,000 to Child Labor Enforcement
- $10,000,000 to Intercity Bus Security to improve security for operators and passengers by providing bus security enhancements and training to bus companies and others.
- $22,000,000 to trucking industry security program to promote security awareness among all segments of the commercial motor carriers and transportation community.
- $19,250,000 to be split between Mobile Alabama, Burlington Iowa, LaCrosse Wisconsin, Chelsea Massachusetts, New Orleans Louisiana, Morris Illinois and Charleston, South Carolina for alteration of bridges.
- $2.5 billion for “highway security,” which consists of building and improving roads.
- $70,000,000 for the Homeland Security Fellowship Program for students and universities.
- $50,000,000 to the National Exercise Program to provide an exercise program that meets the intent of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990.
- $38 million to fully cover all remaining fire claims from the Cerro Grande Fire in New Mexico
- $20,000,000 added by the Senate for the renovation of Nebraska Avenue Headquarters of the Department of Homeland Security.
- $6,400,000 for the Intellectual Property Rights Center. The center’s focus is to combat intellectual property right crime—a long time FBI project.
- $500,000 to Kentucky Morehead State University Institute for regional Analysis and Public Policy for a homeland security program
- $60,000,000 to the Urban Search and Rescue Team to structure local emergency services personnel into integrated disaster response task forces.

CAGW (2004) counted 18 wasteful items amounting to $423 million in the 2004 Department of Homeland Security bill. And this year is no different than last year. In fact, it is even more pronounced as $896 million were added over the President’s request to the FY2005 homeland security funding bill.

During the debate that preceded Congress and the Senate’s adoption of fiscal 2005 Homeland Security appropriations bill, lawmakers showed an extremely high level of regional concern reflecting a change from last year, when they vowed to keep the bill clean of earmarks. First, countless attempts were made to use the bill as a vehicle for large packages of emergency hurricane and drought aid. Senator Leahy (D-Vt) championed an outsourcing ban saying that “it would save the jobs of a 100 Vermonters.” Thankfully, Republicans managed to block Senator Lautenberg (D-NJ) from adding another $100 million for fishing enforcement and Coast Guard rescue operations. In the end, Senate leaders stopped Senate Democrats from adding more than $20 billion to the $33 billion FY2005 Homeland Security spending bill.

Sadly, Senators Max Baucus (D-Mont.) and Conrad Burns (R-Mont.) managed to attach $2.9 billion—accounting for nearly 10 percent of the bill’s total cost—to the FY2005 Homeland Security bill in so-called disaster aid for farm states. Another $700 million in hurricane aid for Florida farmers was added and then later removed. Drought relief or hurricane relief have nothing to do with homeland security and should not be presented as having anything to do with the essential task of defending the homeland from terrorists.

Finally, Senator Pete V. Domenici (R-NM) obtained an increased spending of $20 million for the National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center, collaboration between Sandia and Los Alamos national laboratories in his own state.
To conclude, if we add to the pork barrel spending figure the reported $2.6 billion spent possibly wastefully by state and local government, it means that billions, which could have been spent on worthy security, were not. And what does not make us safer makes us less safe.

**VIII. The Transportation Security Administration: Fighting Yesterday’s Battles**

One of the major shortcomings that led to the 9/11 tragedies was that the responsibility for protecting commercial airlines was left to the government, the FAA, the FBI, the CIA, and the INS. They failed. By contrast, reinforcing cockpit doors would have most likely prevented most of the deaths that occurred on that fateful day.

Scheiner (2003) explains how government involvement in airplane safety and treaties to limit the amount of damages airlines would have to pay to families of international airplane crash victims artificially changed the economics of airplane safety. A direct consequence was that it made sense for airlines to resist improvements in airplane safety since the cost of safety failures was reduced drastically.

Yet, in spite of past failures, the government’s response to 9/11 was to federalize the security screeners and authorize the military to shoot down airliners if they are hijacked. After the terrorist attacks in 2001, Congress rushed into existence a new antiterrorism agency to protect America’s planes, trains and trucks. The legislation (The Aviation and Transportation Security Act) was meant to enable the federal government to take over screening of passengers and baggage at all but 5 of the 429 U.S. commercial airports. The five airports are San Francisco, Kansas City, Rochester, N.Y., Jackson Hole, Wyo., and Tupelo, Miss. The Transportation Security Administration was born and it is now part of the Department of Homeland Security.

Three years after the federal takeover of airport passenger screening, the 45,000-employee bureaucracy has been inundated with complaints about its performance. According to GAO, the federalized system has proven to be very ineffective at providing quality airport screening. Their diagnosis is that TSA is unresponsive and bureaucratic. And DHS just released the results of a four-month audit that showed that passenger screening by the TSA needs to be improved to keep explosives and weapons off commercial aircraft. According to the Congressional Quarterly, the report published Wednesday September 22nd is a sanitized version of the full report, which details the nature and number of the screening failures. The full report remains classified.

On March 3, 2005, David Stones, assistant secretary of Homeland Security, testified before the Homeland Security Subcommittee. As a measure of success of TSA’s recent accomplishments he explained how TSA “intercepted seven million prohibited items at airport checkpoints, including just over 600 firearms.” It means that 0.008 percent of items intercepted are actually firearms and that 99.992 percent of intercepted items are tweezers and breathe fresheners. Is that really supposed to make us feel more secure?

This is no trivial matter considering the amount of money allocated to TSA. TSA’s budget increased from $1.24 billion in FY2002 to $5.56 billion requested in FY2006. Its budget now exceeds that of the FBI or the Secret Service. And although Congress originally charged the agency with protecting all modes of transportation, it has done little beyond aviation. In fact, over 90 percent of TSA’s budget requested for FY2006 is devoted to air transport. Also, in effect TSA is only responsible for passenger and baggage screening. The airports are
still responsible for securing the other crucial parts of the airport. It appears therefore, that TSA provides only a small portion of air transport security, yet still complains of under funding. However, the true cost of TSA to taxpayers goes way beyond the expected $5.6 billion it will cost in FY2006. Sound homeland security requires investing in activities to make America more secure without hindering economic growth. The lack of staffing flexibility in TSA, for instance, imposes a tremendous and unjustified cost to airports. The airline business is an extremely competitive industry, with airlines adding and dropping airports on short notice. Since passenger and baggage screening workforces affect all passengers, the impact on passenger processing of improperly sized screening workforces is incredibly costly and constitutes a significant drag on the economy. A quick back of the envelop calculation suggests that if 624 million passengers spend 2 hours waiting in line—which is the estimate given by the ATA—the aggregate opportunity cost incurred is roughly $4 billion per year. This number is to be added to the actual cost of TSA itself.

In addition, many security experts have argued that TSA’s mandate is not pointed at the right target. Schneiner (2002) explains that “The federal government and the airlines are spending millions of dollars on systems that screen every passenger to keep knives and weapons out of planes, but what matters most is keeping dangerous passengers out of airline cockpits which can be accomplished by reinforcing the doors.” And now, TSA announced a ban on all types of lighters beginning April 14 2005.

House Aviation Subcommittee Chairman Mica (R-FL), who was never comfortable with creating this new bureaucracy, has been a strong voice pointing to the poor performance by TSA. Mica (2004) notes, “They look nice. They have a patch and a uniform, but my question is: how well do they detect threats?” Now he has advocated the return of all airport security screener jobs to the private sector. According to the law that created TSA, after three years with the new system, airport managers will be allowed to ask for private screeners who ultimately would be overseen by TSA. The airport industry has predicted that between 20 and 100 of the nation’s 445 commercial airports will ask to revert to using private screener companies when they have the chance this November.

In spite of the evidence of TSA’s low performance, Democrats have already expressed their opposition to this idea and House Democrats say “they will stop even one from booting TSA’s workers.” On July 22, 2004 Rep. Maloney of New York, who heads the House Democratic Task Force on Homeland Security and three Democratic co-sponsors introduced a bill (HR 4970) to repeal the opt-out provision.

A GAO report comparing the performances of private screeners and public screeners explains that “TSA provided the screening contractors with little opportunity to demonstrate innovations, achieve efficiencies, and implement initiatives that go beyond the minimum requirements of the Aviation and Transportation Act […] TSA has allowed them to implement some airport specific practices.” As a result, GAO concludes, “These practices have enabled the screening contractors to achieve efficiencies that are not available at airports with federal screeners.”

By contrast, in April 2004, Homeland Security Inspector General Ervin testified to the House Transportation and Infrastructure aviation subcommittee that U.S. airports with federal screeners and the few ones with private screeners do an equally poor job. This observation however, does not serve as an endorsement of public screeners. Indeed, when private security screeners do a poor job, they can be fired and the system can be reformed or terminated. Besides, according to a new report by the department of Homeland Security inspector general, poor
oversight by TSA in the four pilot programs is probably to blame for the poor performances of the private contractors.\textsuperscript{191} The report notes that TSA’s involvement limits contractors’ ability to improve their program.

According to Robert Poole, Director of Transportation Studies at the Reason Public Policy Institute, “Global experience in combating terrorism, particularly in Europe and Israel, has clearly demonstrated that the best approach to aviation security relies on private-sector security companies that are held to the highest performance standards but have the flexibility to innovate.”\textsuperscript{192} He adds, “International experience has also demonstrated the superiority of a system that directs resources, technology and scrutiny to individuals that represent the greatest risks.”\textsuperscript{193} Yet Congress put in place a system that does exactly the opposite.

This is more troubling, when considering that some homeland security programs appear to be properly designed to assess and concentrate on high-risk elements. For instance, the U.S. government has contracted—after a truly competitive process—with the defense contractor TRW to devise methodologies for best-practice vulnerability assessments in ports.\textsuperscript{194} Part of the Maritime Transportation Security Act (MTSA) of 2002 requires ports to perform their own risk assessments.\textsuperscript{195} Almost all the $200M the federal government spent on port security in 2002 and 2003 was to finance these individual risk assessments. Of course, the results were spotty and some of the assessments were questionable. Yet as a whole, the dollar amounts is small and constitutes a step in the right direction since it set the stage for more-thoughtful assessments to come.

But the most impressive program in homeland security activities seems to be the highly leveraged government initiative called known Shipper. Here, the onus is on the private sector to verify the bona fides of the shippers in advance of their cargo arriving in U.S. ports. This program relies on the common-sense fact that most terrorists would find it very difficult to impersonate a well-established company. Of course, the most likely reason the government turned to Trusted Shipper was because it was going to be physically impossible to screen all cargo—they will end up screening 2 percent of boats that were identified as high-risk vessels—so they were forced to be reasonable.

To conclude, unlike these programs—which remain imperfect—TSA is poorly leveraged. And TSA does not make us safer. Moreover, the obvious lack of trade-offs between spending and efficiency would actually make us less secure. Congress should follow Chairman Mica’s advice and return all screener jobs to the private sector. The federal screeners could get the first opportunity to apply to the private jobs. There is no doubt that the $5.3 billion would be better spent on tracking down and wiping out the terrorists than on TSA.

\textbf{IX. Lack of Trade-Offs in the Budget Compromises Security}

Between FY2001 and FY2006, the administration expects total outlays to rise from $1,864 billion to $2,650 billion—a 42 percent increase.\textsuperscript{196} The Bush administration has followed a remarkably irresponsible course by requesting many spending increases often in the name of security but rarely asking for cuts to programs or agencies. As for Congress, most members are blaming the overall spending increases on post-9/11 national security costs and few talk about eliminating unneeded government programs to fund this added protection money. Clearly, no trade-offs are being made in the budget, as evinced by non-defense spending increases of 39 percent during the same period.\textsuperscript{197}
While the Pentagon’s budget grew by 46.8 percent since President Bush took office (that figure does not include the amount requested by the White House in earlier this year for Operations in Iraq), nondefense related department budgets have also ballooned. The Department of Education budget has grown rapidly under President Bush. Education outlays increased from $36 billion in FY2001 to an estimated $64.2 billion in FY2006, an 80 percent increase.198 This is remarkable considering that the GOP presidential platform in 1996 stated: “The federal government has no constitutional authority to be involved in school curricula . . . this is why we will abolish the Department of Education.”199 The Bush administration has argued that new spending was a necessary price to get education reforms through Congress. The final No Child Left Behind legislation of 2002 boosted spending but was stripped of most real reforms. 

Farm programs are also ballooning under a Republican White House and Congress—some of them under the homeland security label. Since FY2001, funding for the Department of Agriculture will grow at least 39.1 percent.200 The farm bill signed into law by President Bush in 2002 represented a reversal of the Republican 1996 Freedom to Farm Act, which aimed to wean farmers off federal price supports and subsidies.201 Republicans have turned their back on their own farm reforms with the embrace of price supports and higher farm subsidies. 

In theory, the tragic events of September 11th should have made security the U.S.’s budgetary priority, but the more spent on non-security activities, the less there is available for productive homeland security spending. 

The record of almost continual growth in most departments over the years raises concerns about the newly created Department of Homeland Security. In FY2006, the department’s budget will be $41 billion, a 85 percent increase over FY2002.202 The White House had claimed that the department would not cost any additional money because it was to consolidate activities already carried out in nine other departments.203 However, spending for DHS keeps rising with no indications of actual cost savings. 

According to the 9/11 commission’s recently released 600-page report, our government bureaucracy failed us. It seems legitimate to ask why not get rid of some of it instead of adding to it? At the very least, if the White House and Congress want more security spending, they should find serious savings elsewhere in the budget.

X. Conclusion

In the largest open society in the world, improving homeland security is a challenging task. Among other vulnerable targets, the United States has thousands of miles of borders, thousands of bridges, sports stadiums and shopping malls, hundreds of skyscrapers and power plants. Certainly, the attacks on Washington DC and New York have put immense pressure on the Administration and Congress to show that security against future attacks is being enhanced.

A common path to bad security is knee jerk reaction to the news of the day. Sadly, too much of the U.S. government’s response post 9/11 seems to be exactly that. We have been told that we are in graver danger than ever and that in order to be secure, homeland security spending needed to increase drastically. And it was increased: by roughly 200 percent since FY2001. Yet, because most of the money is allocated on a political basis rather than a sound cost benefit analysis, much of the new spending will not result in sound security. In other words, the security we are getting against terrorism is likely to be ineffective, yet comes at an enormous expense.
By definition, the purpose of homeland security is to make America safer. As such, wasteful spending and grants to state and local governments do not achieve that goal. In the same way, the federalization of law enforcement and airport security screeners appear to be ineffective ways to address our homeland security problem. In some cases, they might increase our feeling of security but in reality they might even make us less safe.
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That will be a good start. The challenge of determining what the best security investments are will remain and should be left to security experts rather than politicians. Governments, by nature, are very inefficient institutions. We must accept this as fact. So instead of thinking that the solution to 9/11 is more and more of the same approaches that failed us, policymakers should start doing the analysis needed and making the tradeoffs as to where we should focus our limited security resources.
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